GIAC’s Enhanced Exam Experience
Practical Testing With a Whole New Design.

In January 2022, GIAC is launching a newly designed exam interface that includes improved features and functionality. Check out the enhancements designed with your exam experience in mind.

- **Step-By-Step Onboarding**
  The step-by-step onboarding process equips candidates with simplified, relevant resources around exam policies and procedures prior to their practice test and certification attempt.

- **Enhanced CyberLive Functionality**
  Enhanced CyberLive functionality offers an improved interface for exam questions and menu options. Rather than switching between the question and virtual machine environment, candidates can now view the exam question while in the VM. This question box overlay can be expanded, hidden, or moved based on candidate preferences.

- **User-Friendly Exam Toolbar**
  The user-friendly toolbar provides easy access to helpful exam tools such as a timer, calculator, notepad, and take a break feature. Throughout the exam, the tool bar can be minimized or maximized based on candidate preferences.

- **Improved Question Functionality**
  Candidates can skip questions throughout the exam and can return to skipped questions at any time. You’ll need to answer any skipped questions before taking a break.

- **Customizable Display Settings**
  The customizable display settings allow candidates to enable Night Mode for a more personalized exam experience.

- **Modern Design Elements**
  Modern design elements and intuitive features have been added throughout the exam delivery platform and Star Report to align with the GIAC branding you know and trust.

- **Accessibility Compliance**
  The improved exam interface is designed to be WCAG and ADA compliant.